REC Project Minutes 2020.04.09

Attendees

- Paul Carver
- Darrin Vallis
- Alex Antone
- Ciprian Barbu
- Tina Tsou
- Gao Chen

Agenda

- Akraino release 3
  - Akraino documentation review today at 15:45 UTC [https://zoom.us/j/113435013](https://zoom.us/j/113435013)

Minutes

- Plan for Release 3:
  - Around the 2nd week of May, start writing new release notes page following R2 example [Radio Edge Cloud Release 2](https://github.com/akraino/radio-edge-cloud/tree/release-2)
  - Beginning of 3rd week of May designate a release candidate build for ARM64 and one for AMD64 and send out an email asking if anyone has any problems with it.
  - If no problems are reported by end of May, RC build becomes the release 3 build
  - End of May, update Installation wiki page with release build numbers for ARM64 and AMD64
  - Generate Git commit message based part of release notes page based on all changes merged between R2 and R3 RC.
- Alex reported some work on installing SEBA
- We discussed that SEBA topics can be discussed on this call when there are any topics to cover